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Abstract. The problem of scheduling jobs with grade of service (GoS) levels is considered, which is 
motivated from an application in service industry. Jobs and machines are labeled with GoS levels. If 
the GoS level of a job is greater than or equal to the GoS level of a machine, then this job can be 
processed on this machine. The objective is to minimize makespan. A simple and fast 
3/2-approximation algorithm is presented.  

Introduction 

In service industry, special customers (such as silver, gold, or platinum members) are usually 
entitled to premium services by the service providers. Providing differentiated services can be 
modeled as the following scheduling problem. There are machines and jobs which are labeled 
with grade of service (GoS) levels. Jobs correspond to the service requests from the customers. 
Relatively higher levels are labeled on the jobs from valued members. Machines correspond to 
the services provided by the service providers. Relatively higher levels are labeled on the 
machines corresponding to the premium services. If the GoS level of a job is not less than the 
GoS level of a machine, then this job can be processed on this machine. In effect, the valued 
members are ensured to receive better services than the regular members.  

For more formal definition of the problem, let {1,2, , }n=   and 1 2{ , , , }mM M M=   
denote the sets of jobs and machines, respectively. Job j  ( 1, 2 ,j n=   ) has a processing time jp  
and is labeled with a GoS level jg . Machine iM  ( 1, 2 ,i m=  ) has a GoS level ( )ig M . If ( )j ig g M≥ , 
then machine iM   is allowed to process job j  and is called an eligible machine for job j . A 
schedule is a partition of  into m  disjoint subsets 1 2, , mS S S  , where iS   denotes the set of the jobs 
assigned to machine iM  . The jobs must be assigned validly to the machines. That is, ij S∈  only if 

( )j ig g M≥ , 1, 2 ,i m=  , 1, 2 ,j n=  . The load of machine iM  in this schedule, denoted as iLoad ,  

is defined to be 
i

jj S
p

∈∑ , i.e., the total processing time of the jobs processed on iM , 1, 2 ,i m=  . The 

makespan of this schedule, denoted as maxC , is defined to be 1max i m iLoad≤ ≤ , i.e., the maximum load 
of all machines. The goal is to find a schedule such that maxC  is minimized. Following the notational 
convention developed by Graham et al. [1], we denote this problem as max| |P GoS C . It is called the 
problem of scheduling with GoS levels [2]. 

Scheduling with GoS levels is a special case of the following scheduling with processing set 
restrictions. Each job j  has to be processed by a machine that belongs to a specific subset j  of 
the m  machines called its eligible set. See [3] for a recent survey on machine scheduling with 
processing set restrictions. The survey covers five types of processing set restrictions, namely 
inclusive, nested, interval, tree-hierarchical, and arbitrary. Scheduling with GoS levels is 
equivalent to scheduling with inclusive processing set restrictions: for any two jobs 1j  and 2j , either 

1 2j j⊆   or 
2 1j j⊆  .  

If the smallest GoS level of the jobs is not less than the largest GoS level of the machines, then 
all jobs can be assigned to any machine. Hence, in this special case problem max| |P GoS C  
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becomes the classical scheduling problem max||P C . Likewise, if all the jobs have the same GoS level, 
say g , we can ignore the machines with GoS levels greater than g  and thus get an instance of 

max||P C . Since max||P C  is strongly NP-hard [4], max| |P GoS C  is also strongly NP-hard.  
To tackle NP-hard problems, theoretical research has been focused on designing 

approximation algorithms. The readers are referred to [5] for the standard definitions, such as 
approximation ratio, polynomial time approximation scheme (PTAS), fully polynomial time 
approximation scheme (FPTAS), etc. 

For max||P C , the list scheduling (LS) algorithm [6], the longest processing time first (LPT) rule [7] 
and MULTIFIT  [8] yield schedules with makespan no more than 2 1/ m− , 4 / 3 1/ (3 )m−  and 13/11 
times the optimum, respectively. It also admits a PTAS when m  is part of the input [9] and an 
FPTAS when m  is a fixed number [10]. 

Lenstra et al. proposed a 2-approximation algorithm for the classical unrelated machines scheduling 
problem max||R C  [11].  Since max| |P GoS C  is a special case of max||R C , the 2-approximation 
algorithm developed for  max||R C  is also applicable to max| |P GoS C . However, the algorithm has to 
employ the linear programming solution module whose computational complexity is not yet proved to 
be strongly polynomial.   

For max| |P GoS C , Kafura and Shen [12] proposed a (2 1/ ( 1))m− −  -approximation algorithm with 
running time ( log ( ) log )O n n n m m+ + . Azar et al. [13] presented a 2( log 1)m +   -approximation 
algorithm which is online in nature, but its bound is an increasing function of m . Later, Hwang et al. [2] 
independently presented an algorithm which is the same as that presented in [12]. Glass and Keller [14] 
designed a 3/2-approximation algorithm with running time ( log )O nm m .  Ou, Leung and Li [15] gave 
a 4/3- approximation algorithm with running time (( )(log ) log )sumO n m nm p+ , a (4 / 3 )ε+ - 
approximation algorithm with running time (( )(log ) log(1/ ))O n m nm ε+  and a PTAS with running 

time 2 (8/ ) log(4/ )( log log )sumO mn p m mε ε+ + , where 
1

n
sum jj

p p
=

=∑  and 0ε >  can be made arbitrarily 

small.  
If each job j  has a release date jr  before which it cannot be scheduled, then problem 

max| |P GoS C  is extended to max| , |jP r GoS C . Li and Wang [16] generalized the PTAS in [15] and got 
a PTAS for max| , |jP r GoS C .  When all jobs have equal processing times, max| , |jP r GoS C  becomes 

max| , , |j jP r p p GoS C= . Li and Li [17] developed an exact algorithm for  max| , , |j jP r p p GoS C=  

with running time 2( log )O n mn n+ . Later, Li and Lee [18] presented another exact algorithm for  

max| , , |j jP r p p GoS C=  with improved running time (min{ , log } log )O m n n n . 
The (2 1/ ( 1))m− −  -approximation algorithm for max| |P GoS C  presented in [12] works as follows. 

The jobs are re-indexed as 1, 2, , n  such that either (i) 1j jg g +<  , or (ii) 1j jg g += and 1j jp p +≥ . The 
algorithm assigns the jobs 1,2, , n  one by one each to an eligible machine with the currently least 
load. The 3/2-approximation algorithm for max| |P GoS C  presented in [14] works as follows. First, the 
longest m  jobs are selected. Then, for 0,1, ,l m=  , a subroutine ( )l  is invoked which attempts to 
assign the longest l  jobs to l  different machines. At this stage, each job is assigned to an empty 
eligible machine with the highest index. If ( )l  succeeds, it calculates a bound ( )C l . The remaining 
jobs are then scheduled. Each is assigned to an eligible machine with the highest index whose total 
load (plus the processing time of this job) does not exceed 3 ( ) / 2C l . Finally, among all feasible 
schedules, the algorithm outputs the one with the minimum makespan. 

In this paper, we combine the techniques used in [2] and [14] to get a 3/2-approximation algorithm 
with running time ( log )O nm m for max| |P GoS C . The algorithm has a better approximation ratio than 
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the one in [12]. Although it has the same time complexity as the one in [14], it is simpler and easier to 
implement, since it avoids the involved computation of ( )C l .   

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the preliminaries. In 
Section 3, we present an algorithm for max| |P GoS C . In Section 4, we prove the correctness of the 
algorithm and analyze its approximation ratio. We conclude this paper in Section 5.  

Preliminaries 
For simplicity, we assume without loss of generality that the machines are indexed in non-decreasing 
order of their GoS levels such that 1 2( ) ( ) ( )mg M g M g M≤ ≤ ≤ . Let 1( )mg M + = +∞ . Let 

1{ | ( ) ( )}i i j ij g M g g M += ∈ ≤ <  ,  1, 2, ,i m=  . Certainly, we have 1
m
i i==   . The jobs in 

i  ( 1, 2, ,i m=  ) can be processed on any of the machines 1 2, , , iM M M , but cannot be 
processed on any of the machines 1 2, , ,i i mM M M+ +  .   

Let OPT  denote the makespan of an optimal schedule for max| |P GoS C . The jobs are classified as 
long jobs and short jobs. Job j  is called a long job if / 2jp OPT> ; otherwise, it is called a short job. 
Let Ln  denote the number of long jobs in  . Certainly, since the exact value of OPT  is not known, 
the exact value of Ln  is not known, neither. Fortunately, since each machine can process at most 
one long job in any optimal schedule, we have Ln m≤ . This allows us to perform an efficient 
enumeration.  

The Algorithm 

Let l  be an estimate value of Ln . The algorithm presented in this section, called LFSN-LS (Long First 
Short Next-List Scheduling), follows the framework of the one in [14]. Initially, it selects the longest 
m  jobs from  . The selection can be done in ( )O nm  time. Then, it tries each possible value l  in 
the interval [0, ]m . For each selected value l  ( 0,1, ,l m=   ), it invokes a subroutine ( )l  which 
works as follows. Subroutine ( )l  attempts to assign the longest l  jobs to l  different machines. Each 
selected job is assigned to an empty eligible machine with the highest index. If ( )l  fails (i.e., some 
selected job cannot be assigned to an empty eligible machine), then it must be true that Ln l< , and the 
enumeration completes (the values larger than the currently selected value of l  will not be examined. )  
If ( )l  succeeds at this moment, then for 1, 2, ,i m=  , ( )l  schedules the remaining jobs in i  
one by one by the list scheduling algorithm [6]: each is assigned to an eligible machine whose current 
load is the minimum among all the eligible machines of the job. The way that ( )l  assigns these jobs 
is similar to the algorithm presented in [2]. Finally, among all feasible schedules, the algorithm outputs 
the one with the minimum makespan. 

The Analysis 
We now prove the correctness of the algorithm and analyze its approximation ratio. 

Theorem 1. LFSN-LS is a 3/2-approximation algorithm for max| |P GoS C  that runs in 
( log )O nm m  time.  
Proof. Assume that *

Ln l= . Subroutine  *( )l  assigns each long job to an empty eligible machine 
(this fact has been proved in [14]), and all the other jobs are short jobs which are scheduled in 
non-decreasing order of their GoS levels by the list scheduling algorithm. Hence, *( )l  assigns all 
jobs to the machines.  
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Let Σ  denote the schedule generated by *( )l  with makespan maxC . Let j  denote the first job in 
Σ which is completed on machine iM  at time maxC . If j  is a long job, then it is the only job 
processed on iM  and Σ  is an optimal schedule; in this case we have maxC OPT= . If j  is a short job, 
let t  denote the start time of job j  in Σ . When job j  is assigned to iM , iM  is the least loaded 
machine among machines 1 2, , ,

jgM M M . If  t OPT> , then the total processing time of the jobs 

assigned to machines 1 2, , ,
jgM M M  before job j exceeds jg OPT⋅ . Since all these jobs have to be 

assigned to machines  1 2, , ,
jgM M M  in any feasible schedule, they cannot be completed by time 

OPT  in any feasible schedule. Therefore, we have t OPT≤ . It follows that 
max / 2 3 / 2jC t p OPT OPT OPT= + < + = . Hence, Σ  is a feasible schedule whose makespan is at 

most 3 / 2OPT . 
By selecting the best schedule from among the generate feasible schedules, LFSN-LS returns a 

feasible schedule whose makespan is at most 3 / 2OPT .  
For each selected value l  ( 0,1, ,l m=   ), subroutine ( )l  can be implemented in time 

( log )O n m , since it takes (log )O m time to select the least loaded eligible machine for each short job. 
Hence, LFSN-LS is implementable in ( log )O nm m  time.   

Conclusion 
In this paper, we tried to assign job, having different processing times and GoS levels, onto parallel 
machines with different GoS levels. The objective is to minimize makespan. We presented a simple 
and fast 3/2-approximation algorithm for this problem. It would be interesting to design simple and fast 
algorithms with better approximation ratios, using another heuristic instead of the List Scheduling rule 
as a base method. 
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